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subscribe to my channel for free 
tips to view, post & share 

visit me on 

social media
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pick one idea  

What am I going to do? Inclusion 
was just starting for her and now 
she is home. There is no way a 
virtual classroom is going to work 
for her. How will we support her? 
How will we keep her connected 
to the kids and to the curriculum? 
Plan A is not working. It’s time for 
Plan B.

Rita, mother of a 13-year-
old child with cerebral 
palsy
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connect

“Communication. Just a check-in and a small update would be 
helpful.”

“Communication! I'd love to better understand what is actually 
expected from my child right now.”

“Communication - it has been lacking from my school. The 
teachers are posting in different platforms and leaving me out 
of emails to my kids so I have trouble keeping track of 
everything. It is very overwhelming for me when there are so 
many teachers at the high school level.”

What do you need from teachers right now? 
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possible questions for families

How would you like your child’s instruction to look this 

year? 

What is the most important goal you have for your child 

this semester? 

What can you do? [e.g., Can they spend time 

teaching/supporting?  & how much time do they have?]

What do you want to do [e.g.,  read aloud, play card 

games]?

What do you need [e.g., visuals, problem-solving support]? 

*may need a menu
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For students with complex 
support needs, regular direct 

contact may be necessary:

• to provide continuity for students

• to give parents a break from direct 
support

• to teach directly/gather data

• to provide novelty/joy in student’s day

Create a ritual in your 
call. For example:

• check in (e.g., How are you?; 
What’s new?)

• brain break/movement

• read aloud/mini-lesson

• student led share (if possible)

• good 
news/gratitude/meditation
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If regular 
calls will work 

for your 
student, get 

the whole 
team involved

• co-teachers
• paraprofessionals
• therapists
• social workers
• counselors
• special area                                                                                            
teachers,                                                       
if appropriate

let them lead
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• Put self-determination at the center!

• All students need to learn self-direction/ advocacy.

Self determination is believing 

you can control your own 

destiny. Self-determination is a 

combination of attitudes and 

abilities that lead people to set 

goals for themselves, and to 

take the initiative to reach these 

goals. It is about being in 

charge but is not necessarily the 

same thing as self-sufficiency or 

independence. It means making 

your own choices, learning to 

effectively solve problems, and 

taking control and responsibility 

for one's life.

Why does this 
matter so much in 

the virtual 
classroom?
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Students are causal agents–

Michael Wehmeyer

Teach students to 
teach themselves.

Help students set 
goals & make plans.

Choice is central to 
learning experiences.
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https://www.steveasbell.com/

language arts
• weather section of newspaper
• disaster fiction 
• teach e-mail, web skills & Twitter; surf for 

weather stats

examples of strengths-based curriculum maps (Kluth, 2010)

science
• how to read barometer and other 

gadgets
• weather-related experiments
• explore websites like National 

Weather Service

social skills/relationships
• teach about feelings- “Are you feeling 

gloomy and rainy today or sunny”?
• teach music- “Singing in the Rain”; 

“Sunny Weather”

communication skills
• boost interest in new apps/ 

system      
• teach others about                  

weather or give daily weather 
fact

math
• study the distance certain storms 

travel
• focus on weather stats, look for 

patterns
• graph the weather daily

social studies
• learn about jobs (e.g., meteorologist)
• study weather history of the community
• look at weather stories in history 

(weather almost postponed D-Day)

art
• explore how weather is 

portrayed by artists
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language arts

• writing

• storytelling

social skills/relationships

• collaboration

• emotions

• problem-

solving

communication skills

• inspire conversations about turn                                                      

taking, choices, structures, etc.

math

• patterns

• counting

• sets/subsets

art

• exploration

• textures

• shapes/colors

physical development

• building

• fine motor skills

• development of 

coordination

YouTube: Using Fascinations [Off the Page]
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go big

• Provide choices.
• Connect students to 

standards.
• Boards can serve as 

a substitute for 
adapting daily work.

• Moves Ss out of 
perceived ability 
groups.

• Great tool for IEP 
support & 
collaboration.

tic-tac-toe/menu boards
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https://www.thetechieteacher.net/
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Could be:
-a day
-an hour a week
-a half “day” each month?

What does this have to do with inclusion?
-UDL
-many skills
-self-determination

genius hour/innovation day
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prioritize
peers
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bring the IEP 
home

count with 1:1 correspondence

create connections

• Help families connect goals to daily life.
• Start with their current routines & experiences. 
• Add new ideas/suggestions for routines and experiences 

if they are interested. 
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• Provide support:

visuals/reminders

materials to support goals (e.g., 
manipulatives, books, models, games, 
visuals)

data collection ideas
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“flip” to experiences • Instead of focusing on 
student performance, 
give parents ideas for 
providing low-demand
learning experiences.

• For this goal: “After 
hearing a passage, Tim 
will demonstrate 
comprehension by ----”, 
families can focus on 
activities that support 
that goal (e.g., reading 
2 chapter books as a 
family during this 
period of time).

We have learned reasons why people might like to travel to space. Now, we will be exploring those 
who made space travel possible. Consider the roles of engineers and mathematicians in these 
films. Choose 2 or watch them all: The Martian, Mercury 13, Hidden Figures, Apollo 13, & First 
Man.
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